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any explicit 
instruction on how 
fast to draw, and 
this varies not 
only with the type 
of drawing, but at 
different stages of 
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This publication is for anybody who has ever tried their hand at life 
drawing. Whether you have battled, fallen over, torn your hair out, 
learned, taken part in world record attempts, excelled, triumphed, or just 
walked away with a sense of quiet achievement, Brian Deagons’ drawings 
will at the very least give you a clear idea of what more you can hope to 
achieve, given a sense of purpose. 

Within a few short pages, Brian -who has been an Art teacher for many 
years- shows you recent examples of his journey. Dealing with materials, 
methods, and time spent, he gives you worked examples of what you 
might expect to complete using methods as diverse as gestural drawing 
and the more formal tonal drawing employed at traditional academies

In his own words, these are not drawing “lessons”, the “how to” belongs 
elsewhere...
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#7...Back to pen 
and wash, but using 
toned paper so I 
could include white 
pencil highlights. 
This worked well 
and since I was now

Deagon: On life drawing
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#1.. The line is 
unequivocal, and 
executed without 
preliminary or 
correction. The 3 
and 5 minute life 
drawing dictates 

The line is unequivocal, and executed without preliminary or correction. 
The 3 and 5 minute life drawing dictates this direct approach, particularly 
if head, hands and feet are indicated.
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#2.. After much 
experimentation, I 
opted for a quick 
wash to give my 
drawings “carry” 
at a distance. Often 
ignoring studio light

After much experimentation, I opted for a quick wash to give my drawings 
“carry” at a distance. Often ignoring studio lighting (360 degrees and 
diffuse neon) this was chiaroscuro invented. If time permitted, the edges 
of some shadows were softened.
 
Beginning a drawing this way commits you to continue even when it 
becomes a 10 or 30 minute effort.
 
The alternative approach(envelope, negative shapes, straight lines and 
LOTS of measuring) has its own aesthetic. The two approaches are not 
compatible, one being linear, and the other tonal. The tonal suits the 
academic, the linear suits an impressionistic style like Rodin.
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#3.. Since my ink 
line was waterproof 
and quick to dry the 
washes developed, 
casting deep 
shadow on the 
ground and ground

Since my ink line was waterproof and quick to dry the washes developed, 
casting deep shadow on the ground and occlusion shadow (the deep 
“cave” between model and ground plane) as well as using premixed 
washes(to save time) for mid tones and form shadow.

This has been the basis of most of my life drawing, which is a 
performance like dance.
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#4.. The washes 
began to define 
space around 
the figure and to 
indicate colour 
temperature. I was 
now in a rush to 

The washes began to define space around the figure and to indicate 
colour temperature. I was now in a rush to complete each drawing 
because I had pushed the method to its limits. 

I needed to find an efficient way to fix the image. So it was back to 
experimenting.
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#5.. Graphite dust 
brushed on over 
ink...
...ink outlines and 
hatched tone...
...modelled contour 
across the axis.

The next group shows several techniques with greater or lesser success.
 
Graphite dust brushed on over ink...
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#5.. Graphite dust 
brushed on over 
ink...
...ink outlines and 
hatched tone...
...modelled contour 
across the axis.

...Ink outlines and hatched tones...
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#5.. Graphite dust 
brushed on over 
ink...
...ink outlines and 
hatched tone...
...modelled contour 
across the axis.

...modelled contour across the axis.
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#6...Ink line, 
graphite shadow, 
white conte 
highlights… gave 
me a three tone 
work in 3 passes: 
1 pen, 2 graphite, 

Ink line, graphite shadow, white conte highlights… gave me a three tone 
work in 3 passes: 

1 pen

2 graphite, and

3 white charcoal, with the paper as mid-tone.
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#7...Back to pen 
and wash, but using 
toned paper so I 
could include white 
pencil highlights. 
This worked well 
and since I was now

Back to pen and wash, but using toned paper so I could include white 
pencil highlights. This worked well and since I was now putting several 
studies on one sheet, making figure compositions of my life drawings, it 
made sense financially to use good paper. 

The wash buckles the kraft paper.
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#8...Now a dilemna. 
Watercolour paper 
will solve the 
buckling, but its 
white, so I cant 
use the paper as a 
midtone, with 

Now a dilemna. Watercolour paper will solve the buckling, but its white, 
so I cant use the paper as a midtone, with highlights in white conte. Also, 
the tooth of the paper doesn’t work well with the fine pen. And remember, 
speed of execution is paramount.  The 3 or 5 minute drawing is linear, 
and watercolour is tonal.
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#9...Going back to 
watercolour or ink 
I would leave white 
paper for lights, 
laying in washes of 
as many tones as 
required.

So it was back to experimenting...

Could I replace the ink drawing with brush drawing? Certainly lifts the 
stakes and fail rate! It’s slow and intense. 
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#10...”What if I 
didn’t do an outline 
first? “
What if I let the light 
of the figure bleed 
into the paper? 
What you learn 

”What if I didn’t do an outline first? What if I let the light of the figure bleed 
into the paper?
 
What you learn quickly is the high fail rate. These drawings do not always 
“read”. When you leave out one side of a leg, the side you do put in must 
be good enough for the eye and mind of the observer to “complete” the 
unstated side. The audience must engage with the drawing. Its an open 
question as to how many “passes” are needed. 

The silhouette artists would say “one”...

Going back to watercolour or ink, I would leave white paper for lights, 
laying in washes of as many tones as required. 
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What if I let the light 
of the figure bleed 
into the paper?
What you learn 
quickly is the high 
fail rate. These 
drawings do not 

The speed of execution depends on the number of ”passes’ eg. first 
pass-line. Second pass- deep shadows.  Third pass- surrounding space. 
That’s 60 seconds per pass.

It became obvious that I didn’t need both outline and a negative wash...
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When life drawing, 
have you ever 
wished for "another 
minute"? Or 
finished a twenty 
minute pose in 10 
minutes and sat 

... I like this approach… here for example the core shadow is shown 
in the form shadow. I have much to develop with soft and hard edges, 
bleeding, dropping in and lifting out for example, to realise more of the 
anatomy under the gesture.
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When life drawing, 
have you ever 
wished for "another 
minute"? Or 
finished a twenty 
minute pose in 10 
minutes and sat 

Deagon: Drawing & time
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wondering what to 
do? Or worse, found 
you hadn’t even 
begun to get started 
after 20 minutes?
 
Because the timing 

When life drawing, have you ever wished for “another minute”? Or 
finished a twenty minute pose in 10 minutes and sat wondering what 
to do? Or worse, found you hadn’t even begun to get started after 20 
minutes?
 
Because the timing is controlled by the models needs, we take the timing 
required to achieve a goal for granted. There is also never any explicit 
instruction on how fast to draw, and this varies not only with the type of 
drawing, but at different stages of the same drawing. That furious bravado 
may be built on a meticulous underdrawing, or the tedious rendering of 
scales and armour may be over a rapid gestural flourish.
 
Now if I was an athlete, I would find out what I was good at, and prepare 
for those events. Runners compete in sprints, middle distance or 
marathon. Not all of them. My training, the skills, the strategic needs are 
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is controlled by the 
models needs, we 
take the timing re-
quired to achieve 
a goal for granted. 
There is also never 
any explicit instruc-

different for each event. I will even wear different shoes. It would be naïve 
to expect to be equally gifted at every event.
 
And so it is in drawing. What is possible is governed by the time allowed. 
Going flat out when starting a marathon is just as stupid as starting a 100 
metre race at marathon pace. Yet I see students do this, with the result 
described as “taking 20 minutes to do a bad 5 minute drawing” fussing 
and erasing and getting nowhere. You could do obsessive gestural marks 
of the same pose for 10 minutes (I have seen it done) but chances are it 
would be an indecipherable mess, even if cathartic for the artist.  I have 
also seen people drawing the same drawing week after week, year after 
year, with no improvement.
 
In this essay, I will give some practical help by showing different 
possibilities and expectations for drawings of different time span. In 
anticipation of criticism, yes, some sprinters are faster than others, and 
some never run a marathon.
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have seen drawings 
of the basic 
envelope done very 
quickly. Seems odd, 
since the purpose 
of the envelope 
is accuracy was 

Some hints as to scale and media are also given. I also assume that the 
whole figure, head, hands, and feet are at least indicated. These are not 
drawing “lessons”, the “how to” belongs elsewhere.

However, having written this, it is clear in hindsight that I need to explain 
my own procedure. We begin as always, by drawing.
My drawing is constructed anatomy in the Bridgeman sense. Yet it closely 
follows our little skeletons from the 60 second sketches. There are steps.

1. The shoulder girdle. In this case, her neck.
2. Centre line of body. The Spine here or pit of throat down to crutch.
3. Both shoulders defined
4. Skull and ribs under the arm
5. Now the hands
6. Cross to other side of body, complete ribs
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subjected to an 
hour of them. In 
general, get away 
from silhouette and 
contour and do no 
Because the timing 
is controlled 

7. Angle of pelvis defined by both sides
8. Buttocks and inner leg.
Do you see how it follows? Its just 3 masses (head, rib cage, pelvis) and 
arms and legs with muscle, all connected by a spine. Anyway, that’s my 
process.

ARE YOUR INTENTIONS CLEAR?
If you know what you are trying to do, you may just succeed. If you don’t 
know what you are doing, you won’t know if you do succeed…
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subjected to an 
hour of them. In 
general, get away 
from silhouette 
and contour and 
do no Because the 
timing is controlled 

The 60 second drawing:

1. Many little drawings no bigger than A4 so use cheap paper. Go for 
the Gesture of the movement, from the "core" of the pose (draw the wire 
“armature”). These tend to be rapid changes and energetic poses over, 
say 10 minutes, although once I was subjected to an hour of them. In 
general, get away from silhouette and contour and do no detail.

2. I have seen drawings of the basic envelope done very quickly. Seems 
odd, since the purpose of the envelope is accuracy. (In a long drawing 
the envelope or kite can take ages, measuring endlessly till absolutely 
correct. If it’s wrong after an hour, it’s still going to be wrong after 4 days). 
Essentially a shape containing the pose. Into which the negative shapes 
between container and model are drawn, usually in straight lines. The 
name “kite” comes from finding four points, top, and bottom, left, right.
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3. Simple skeleton. Note that in gesture and skeleton, head, ribs and 
pelvis are always shown. The skeleton drawing shows shoulder girdle 
and pelvic angle every time, and the spine or centre line. Add arms and 
legs to taste. This is closely related to the much more complicated Reilly 
Method and works

4. Eleven drawings on a page, each completed in a minute.
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by the models 
needs, we take the 
timing required 
to achieve a goal 
for granted. There 
is also never any 
explicit instruction 

The three minute drawing:

1. Now you have time for blocking form shadow, but not for erasure.

2. Or you can practice chiaroscuro. Mostly inventing a shadow side 
against the light.

3. A third option is to use a medium like conte on its side for a volumetric 
gesture.
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Because the timing 
is controlled by the 
models needs, we 
take the timing re-
quired to achieve 
a goal for granted. 
There is also never 

The 5 minute drawing
 
Oddly, people don’t get it. The time is almost doubled, but they slow 
down instead of getting more done. Since I always draw the whole 
(head, hands and feet) figure I look for “passes”. Outline, shadow, 
highlights would be 3 “passes” each taking a minute or so. The 5 minute 
pose can be quite developed, even to details of face fingers and toes.

1. You have time to add shading to your contour drawing. Various 
techniques.

2. Or you can develop the “envelope” into a basic silhouette form.

3. If you know it, the Reilly method of construction could be used.

4. Avoiding line, quick tonal studies using toned paper, black and white 
graphite cotton ball and eraser.
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This expansion 
of time permits 
the development 
of accuracy. The 
biggest mistake 
is to pile details 
onto an inaccurate 

 The 10-15 minute drawing
 
1. The academic process begins. Kite – envelope – silhouette, then form 
shadow indicated as a line, then rapidly shaded.

2. Or the contour drawing is developed in the detail of hands, feet, face, 
along with some basic form following.

3. The analysis of the figure as a 3D form, with top, side and bottom 
planes could begin.

The envelope or kite is destroyed in development, which is why it is drawn 
so light. So I used photoshop to put it back. Finding 7 points to measure 
and compare. The green lines show the negative spaces between enve-
lope and model, the red lines show a horizontal and a vertical. Amazing 
that her left heel and right hand ARE level. Accurate measure is a skill 
that helps overcome natural instincts. You can argue a good or bad thing, 
but not the fact.
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gradually darken, 
and use the eraser 
to reestablish lights 
within them.
And you probably 
won’t get any 
further in 3 hours.

These beautifully executed thumbnails from Scott Breton indicate the 
importance of establishing the design first.
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foundation. Even 
so, the drawing 
begins with a 
quick gesture, but 
very faint. Then 
locate the “kite” 
which positions 

The 3 hour drawing:

This expansion of time permits the development of accuracy. The biggest 
mistake is to pile details onto an inaccurate foundation. Even so, the 
drawing begins with a quick gesture, but very faint. Then locate the “kite” 
which positions the drawing on the paper, and determines the bones of 
the composition. Make some tonal thumbnails of the composition. Now 
develop the envelope and silhouette or construct the contours of the 
figure. Here I mean “outlines” not form following contours. Indicate the 
terminator of the form shadow.
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This expansion 
of time permits 
the development 
of accuracy. The 
biggest mistake 
is to pile details 
onto an inaccurate 

At this point you could begin to render large areas of tone, but only 
gradually darken them, also using the eraser to re-establish lights within 
them.
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gradually darken, 
and use the eraser 
to reestablish lights 
within them.
And you probably 
won’t get any 
further in 3 hours.

This page shows two thumbnail sketches and the resulting drawing 
developed over five mornings.
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gradually darken, 
and use the eraser 
to reestablish lights 
within them.
And you probably 
won’t get any 
further in 3 hours.

The 25 hour and longer drawing:
 
The only difference between this and the 3 hour drawing is doing a 
selection of thumbnails first. You really don’t spend 25 hours on a design 
you don’t like.

Rendering a drawing for such extended period demands knowledge 
beyond the scope of this short essay, but one thing is clear. It’s not about 
detail.
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gradually darken, 
and use the eraser 
to reestablish lights 
within them.
And you probably 
won’t get any 
further in 3 hours.

Deagon: Edge
Now I enter what Ingres called the "probity" of art. Having suggested to a 
friend that they treat edges with more consideration I did a little drawing of 
a mandarin. The outline silhouette is a beginning. Then we consider the 
difference between surfaces that turn away rapidly or slowly. 

Do we render this by blurring the slow and sharpening the rapid? Or do we 
darken the sharp and lighten the gentle? The temptation is to do both, but 
if you use a tonal signifier this will invariably run counter to any rendering of 
light (light conceals as much form as it reveals, as does darkness)

Michael Grimaldi at the Art Students League in New York introduced me to a 
kind of graded wash of hatching, using a pressure change (and hence, tonal 
change). This has its use rendering edges, I find.
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gradually darken, 
and use the eraser 
to reestablish lights 
within them.
And you probably 
won’t get any 
further in 3 hours.

There are internal and external edges. The internal are the plane changes, 
and since most planes are curved, Grimaldi's graduated hatching is useful. 
The external edges are infernal because they belong to the object (its 
silhouette) and to the background simultaneously. Any tonal or colour change 
from object to background, and we have a dilemma, not just an edge.

And it’s only a drawing of a mandarin!

In painting and drawing, bounced reflected light and crevice shadow 
(occlusion shadow) can be ally or enemy in edges but you must decide what 
side they are on, silhouette or background. Or do you show a seamless 
transition and have what is called a 'lost' edge. The sharp hard edge, the 
"found" edge projects forward in pictorial space, the soft recedes. Of course 
the various edges are not all contained by one object, the hard edge of one 
may cut across another object with its soft edge, creating dramatic illusions 
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gradually darken, 
and use the eraser 
to reestablish lights 
within them.
And you probably 
won’t get any 
further in 3 hours.

of 3d space. Our job here is to make the edges coherently speak of volumes.

It is worth mentioning that the penumbra is usually soft (blurry) the crevice 
shadow sharp and softer external edges appear at the sides and top 
alongside sharper edges. The core or crescent shadow at its edges will 
reveal the internal surface it traverses, with rapid plane shifts and slow ones, 
and simultaneously describing the transitions into form shadow dark and half 
light.

There is no chance atmospheric perspective can apply in this restricted 
space, but the convention can. Assume our mandarin is spherical, and cut 
in half vertically, displaying a circle facing us. For the front half, we could 
assume every edge, internal and external belongs to the mandarin. But the 
back half shows only “top half” edges and the externals belong with the 
background which is often at some distance.
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gradually darken, 
and use the eraser 
to reestablish lights 
within them.
And you probably 
won’t get any 
further in 3 hours.

BRIAN E DEAGON  JUNE 2015

The point “A” on the mandarin is only a little closer than point “B”. ”A” is on 
the edge (outline) and “B” is in the background, yet both appear to be almost 
in the same place with ‘A” closer. With “D”, it is clearly a long way off into 
space. This allows application of atmospheric perspective devices such as 
narrowing tonal range, loss of yellow, loss of detail, setting hard edge against 
soft to create depth, etc.

Such devices almost subvert the act of perception, but purists only need 
refrain.

And let me dispel any notion that this is a scientific analysis of a rational 
process. It’s not. It is not a substitute for the hard work of observing specific 
unique events then applying poetic means to make coherent sense of it 
all. While we have been pondering, I notice my mandarin has turned into a 
painting. That’s magic, not science.
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gradually darken, 
and use the eraser 
to reestablish lights 
within them.
And you probably 
won’t get any 
further in 3 hours.

This publication is for anybody who has ever tried their hand at life 
drawing. Whether you have battled, fallen over, torn your hair out, 
learned, taken part in world record attempts, excelled, triumphed, or just 
walked away with a sense of quiet achievement, Brian Deagons’ drawings 
will at the very least give you a clear idea of what more you can hope to 
achieve, given a sense of purpose. 

Within a few short pages, Brian -who has been an Art teacher for many 
years- shows you recent examples of his journey. Dealing with materials, 
methods, and time spent, he gives you worked examples of what you 
might expect to complete using methods as diverse as gestural drawing 
and the more formal tonal drawing employed at traditional academies

In his own words, these are not drawing “lessons”, the “how to” belongs 
elsewhere...
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